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s u m m a r y 

Objective: To describe an injecting network of PWID living in an isolated community on the Isle of Wight 

(UK) and the results of a agent-based simulation, testing the effect of Hepatitis C (HCV) treatment on 

transmission. 

Method: People who inject drugs (PWID) were identified via respondent driven sampling and recruited 

to a network and bio-behavioural survey. The injecting network they described formed the baseline pop- 

ulation and potential transmission pathways in an agent-based simulation of HCV transmission and the 

effects of treatment over 12 months. 

Results: On average each PWID had 2.6 injecting partners (range 0–14) and 137 were connected into a 

single component. HCV in the network was associated with a higher proportion of positive injecting part- 

ners ( p = 0.003) and increasing age ( p = 0.011). The treatment of well-connected PWID led to significantly 

fewer new infections of HCV than treating at random (10 vs. 7, p < 0.001). In all scenarios less than one 

individual was re-infected. 

Conclusion: In our model the preferential treatment of well-connected PWID maximised treatment as 

prevention. In the real-world setting, targeting treatment to actively injecting PWID, with multiple in- 

jecting partners may therefore represent the most efficient elimination strategy for HCV. 

© 2019 The British Infection Association. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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In recent years treatment for Hepatitis C (HCV) has changed

rom interferon and ribavirin based regimes to directly acting an-

ivirals (DAAs). DAAs lead to an effective cure (known as a sus-

ained virological response (SVR)) in over 90% of cases and they

ave few side effects or contraindications. 1 However this requires

ovel, effective and efficient treatment strategies that target the in-

ected population. 2 
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Injecting drug use is the major contributor to the disease

urden of HCV in high income countries and accounts for the

ajority of incident infection. 3 DAA treatment in PWID gives

VR rates comparable to non-PWID and could prevent onward

ransmission and incident cases of HCV via injecting drug use. 4 , 5 

his phenomena is termed ‘treatment as prevention’ (TasP) and

odelling studies have tested its potential impact. 6 , 7 However,

here are no published trials that assess the real-world effect of

asP and the majority of studies use compartmental models that

ake assumptions about transmission pathways between PWID,

hich can affect their results. 8 

An HCV positive PWID can only infect an uninfected partner

ith whom they actually have an injecting partnership or close

hysical contact, therefore defining the network of relationships

etween PWIDs is crucial to understanding HCV transmission and

he potential for the TasP to be a successful strategy. To date
eserved. 
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three studies have tested TasP in networks of injecting relation-

ships within a population of PWID. 9–11 One has tested the effect

of HCV treatment in a network model containing 10 0 0 PWID con-

nected together with a network topography that was based on

real-world human social networks. They highlighted that models

in which random mixing is assumed are likely to inaccurately es-

timate the effect of TasP. 9 Further studies, in Australia and the

United States of America (USA), have assessed HCV transmission

and treatment in real-world networks of PWID. 12 The Australian

study showed that the empirical network topography was protec-

tive against HCV transmission and that this tempered the effect

of TasP. Both studies showed that this effect varied depending on

where in the network treatment was targeted. 11 , 13 

Network topography is important to HCV transmission dy-

namics and the real-world effect of TasP, but there is limited data

describing HCV transmission and treatment within these networks.

To help address this uncertainty we have studied PWID on the

Isle of Wight (IoW), a geographically isolated community in the

Isle of Wight (IoW) in the United Kingdom (UK). As a contained

community within a relatively stable population, the IoW provides

a valuable opportunity to define a network of PWID in detail

and explore the effectiveness of TasP. In this paper we describe

the injecting network connecting PWID living on the IoW and

then test the effect of treatment within this network on disease

transmission. 

Method 

Participant recruitment 

Respondent driven sampling (RDS) was used to identify PWID

for the study. Sampling was conducted according to standard pro-

cedures and is reported against the STROBE-RDS guidelines in

Supplementary Appendix 1. 14 All participants completed informed

written consent and the study was conducted with ethical approval

(East London REC office, REC reference number 15/LO/1076). The

full study protocol is available at: https://pure.soton.ac.uk/admin/

workspace/personal/family/upmproject/ . 

Social network data collection 

A triangulation matrix was used to define the injecting part-

ners of each participant. 15 Participants were asked to identify each

partner by giving their initials and demographic information. Sim-

ilar to previous studies, this information formed a code that could

be crosschecked against other matrices to identify additional rela-

tionships and PWID within the wider network that did not come

forward to participate in the survey. 16 The definition of an injecting

relationship was injecting in the same time and place and injecting

relationships were considered to be reciprocal. 

Attribute data collection 

Participants completed a self-administered questionnaire and

interview based survey that collected demographic data, risk be-

haviour and engagement with harm reduction services. 17 Partic-

ipants self-reported their HCV status and completed a validated

point of care test (OraQuick ADVANCE TM ) for HCV antibody. 18 

The attributes of non-participants identified in the network

were limited to what was described via peer reporting. This in-

cluded, age, gender, HCV status, engagement with harm reduction

and whether they were currently injecting drugs. The accuracy of

HCV status peer reporting was assessed and is described in the

supplementary appendix. 
tatistical analysis 

The injecting network was presented as a graph using Netdraw

oftware and the adjacency matrix was uploaded to UCInet soft-

are for further analysis. 19 , 20 To test the overall network topog-

aphy we used the following measures: number of components,

ean degree , network diameter, average geodesic distance (AGD)

nd the clustering coefficient. We then compared the network

gainst random networks generated using the Erdos–Renyi method

here the probability ( p ) of two nodes having an injecting part-

ership is calculated from the mean degree distribution ( d ) and

he total population size ( N ) according to: 21 

p = 

d 

( N − 1 ) 

We used in-degree and 2-step reach centrality to assess a node’s

osition within the network. Chi-squared and independent t tests

ere used to assess for significant associations with HCV between

ndividual demographic and network data. Important variables and

hose with a p of < 0 ·2 were added into a logistic regression model.

ll analyses were conducted with SPSS® for Mac, version 25. 

gent-based simulation (ABS) 

The simulation was conducted using Anylogic software ( https:

/www.anylogic.com/ ) and it is described in more detail in the Sup-

lementary Appendix. 

The PWID within the injecting network and their attributes

ormed the ‘agents’ in the simulation and the real-world inject-

ng relationships within the network (as defined above) formed the

otential transmission pathways for HCV via ‘injecting events’. 

An ‘injecting event’ in the simulation occurred when two nodes

njected at the same time and the same place as each other. The

requency of injecting events was ascertained from injecting fre-

uency data in the behavioural survey responses and extrapolated

o the whole network in the same frequency distribution. It was

ot assumed however, that all injecting partners were present at

ach injection, so the ‘injecting event’ frequency of HCV positive

odes within the model also accounted for the proportion of the

njecting network that was typically present at the time of each

rug injection. 

As the bio-behavioural survey responses indicated widespread

ngagement with harm reduction, we did not assume that all ‘in-

ecting events’ incorporated a transmission risk for HCV. However,

rom the survey the frequency of equipment sharing was known

nd could be applied to each injecting event with a fixed probabil-

ty. Equipment sharing was then attributed a transmission risk in

ccordance with recent literature ( Table 1 ). 22 

HCV could be transmitted during an ‘injecting event’ if one of

he nodes was HCV positive. When this occurred the susceptible

ndividual developed acute infection, which progressed to chronic

nfection at 24 weeks with a fixed probability ( Fig. 1 ). In line with

ther studies we did not adjust the susceptibility of infection in

xposed uninfected individuals. 12 

The only way an individual could become infected with HCV

n the simulation was via an injecting relationship. We did not in-

lude an ‘importation’ rate where HCV could be acquired from out-

ide the network because, 1) the PWID population was geographi-

ally stable 2) we had a high sampling fraction (see supplementary

aterial) and 3) the time horizon for the simulation was only 12

onths. 

In all base-case scenarios one individual was treated per month,

hich is in keeping with the real-world capacity of local Hepatol-

gy services on the IoW. For the purposes of the simulation we

ssumed all individuals were treatment naïve, non-cirrhotic, com-

leted the full course of treatment and received DAAs with a SVR

ate in both genotypes 1 and 3 of 95% ( Table 1 ). 

https://pure.soton.ac.uk/admin/workspace/personal/family/upmproject/
https://www.anylogic.com/
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Table 1 

Transition probabilities used in the agent-based simulation of Hepatitis C transmission and treatment in people who 

inject drugs on the Isle of Wight. 

Parameter Transition (95% confidence 

intervals) 

Value used for sensitivity 

analysis Ref. 

1 Injecting event frequency Varies according to 

bio-behavioural survey data 

+ / −20% † 

2 Likelihood of sharing per 

injecting event 

AES 0 ·40 (0 ·21–0 ·56) 95% confidence intervals † 

RNS 0.33 (0.16–0 ·51) 

3 Likelihood of developing acute 

infection per sharing event 

AES 0 ·0023 (0–0.006) 95% confidence intervals 22 

RNS 0 ·0073 (0.0073–0.02) 95% confidence intervals 22 

4 Likelihood of spontaneous 

resolution of acute infection 

0 ·25 (0 ·22–0 ·29) 95% confidence intervals 22 

5 Treatment frequency 1 per month (2% of cases) 3 (6%) ‡ 

6 Treatment success 0 ·95 (0.92–0.98) 95% confidence intervals 1 

† Values from bio-behavioural survey results. 
‡ Baseline value based on current real-world treatment capacity on the IoW. AES – ancillary equipment sharing, RNS 

– receptive needle sharing. 

Fig. 1. Stochastic model of Hepatitis C transmission and treatment. Treatment pathway (greyed out) is applicable in Scenarios 2 and 3. Numbers correspond to specific 

transition probabilities between states in the model. 
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In keeping with ‘injecting event’ frequency, the duration of

reatment and progression of infection from acute to chronic dis-

ase, the model cycled at weekly intervals for a year. This short

ime horizon is important because it was assumed that: 1) rela-

ionships did not form, change or cease during the time frame; 2)

njecting behaviour remained constant and 3) individuals did not

eave or join the network. 

The primary outcome of the model was the number of inci-

ent HCV infections at 12 months and the secondary outcome was

he number of incident re-infections at 12 months in the following

hree scenarios: 

(1) If no treatment was available 

(2) If a single individual with chronic HCV was randomly se-

lected for treatment per month 

(3) If the individual with the greatest risk degree (the most in-

jecting partners) was treated each month 

The number of incident infections from 50 simulations of each

cenario was then compared using the independent t-test in SPSS

tatistics for MAC version 25. 
gent-based simulation sensitivity analysis 

To account for intrinsic variability within the simulation from

he random assignment of injecting event frequency, treatment

nd HCV status (for those nodes with an undefined status at base-

ine), we ran 50 replications through the model until HCV inci-

ence estimates stabilised for each scenario. 

We tested the sensitivity of the outcomes to variations in five

ey parameters used in the simulation ( Table 1 ). These were ad-

usted separately in accordance with the 95% confidence intervals

r a pre-defined value where these were unavailable. We then

onducted a 2 k factorial analysis for four important transition

robabilities where 32 (2 4 ) experiments were conducted with

ach parameter extended to its maximum or minimum value

imultaneously. This allowed us to identify interactions between

actors as well as their main effects. 

anagement of missing data 

Due to the reliance on peer reporting, attribute data within the

etwork was incomplete. To account for this we used multiple im-

utations - where missing data are replaced with plausible val-

es in imputed datasets and then the statistical tests rerun with
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Fig. 2. The injecting network. Nodes indicate a person who injects drugs and lines indicate an injecting partnership. Red nodes are Hepatitis C positive and isolated nodes 

are not shown. 
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each. 23 To ascertain the values we constructed a multiple imputa-

tion model using the variables from the logistic regression model

and an auxiliary variable, social network in-degree, which was in-

versely correlated with the likelihood of ‘missingness’. 

In keeping with the proportion of missing data for HCV status

30 imputation datasets were created. From these 30 datasets the

mean number of HCV cases in the 52 nodes with an unknown HCV

status was 12 (standard devitation 2.5). Therefore in each simula-

tion HCV positivity was randomly assigned to 12 of these nodes. 

Results 

Injecting network topography 

Five PWID, acting as seeds, identified 64 other PWID for the bio-

behavioural survey via RDS. The 69 survey participants then de-

scribed a further 110 partners with complete codes who could be

added to the adjacency matrix. The overall social network there-

fore contained 179 nodes within a single component which, on the

basis of our population size estimates, comprises over 50% of the

PWID on the IoW (see Supplementary Appendix for method and

results of population size estimates). 

When only injecting relationships were included, the network

fragmented into one large component, four small components and

46 isolated nodes with no relationships connecting them to an-

other node ( Fig. 2 ). The mean in- degree (number of injecting part-

nerships per node) was 2 ·6 but this had a long-tailed frequency

distribution and ranged from 0–14 ( Fig. 3 ). 

The large component contained 137 nodes, had a diameter of

eight and an AGD (the average distance between any two nodes via

injecting relationships) of 4 ·24. The clustering co-efficient, which

in simple terms is the proportion of occasions when ‘the inject-

ing partner of a given node’s partner is also that node’s part-

ner’, was 0 ·214. We compared these measures against 10 0 0 ran-

domly generated Erdos–Renyi networks with the same number of

nodes and relationships. 21 The IoW network had more isolates or

nodes without an injecting partner and therefore contained more

components than the random networks. However, other measures
ncluding the AGD and clustering coefficient, indicated that the

oW network was more cohesive than the random networks (Sup-

lementary Appendix - Fig. 1 ). 

ode demographics 

The majority of nodes in the network were male (70%), attend-

ng the local drug support centre (64%) and currently injecting

rugs (defined as within the last 30 days) (72%). Thirty-eight (30%)

f nodes were HCV positive but 52 did not have a peer-reported

CV status (the person or persons that described them stated they

idn’t know whether these were positive or negative). Accordingly,

 multiple imputation model was used to estimate the number of

hese individuals that were likely to be HCV positive. When this

as taken into account the prevalence dropped marginally across

he network to 28%. 

ssociations with positive HCV status 

In the injecting network increasing age and the proportion of

CV positive injecting partners was significantly associated with

CV in both univariable and multivariable analysis (both p < 0 ·01)

 Table 2 and Supplementary Appendix – Table 1 ). However, HCV

ositive nodes were not associated with the inner 2-core of the

etwork and HCV status was independent of centrality ( Table 2 ). 

esting treatment as prevention 

To investigate the potential effect of DAA therapy on the net-

ork over 12 months we compared the number of new infections

nd re-infections in three scenarios. In Scenario 1 no treatment

as given, in Scenario 2 nodes were treated at random and in Sce-

ario 3 treatment was prioritised to nodes with higher degree cen-

rality. 

In the base-case analysis for Scenario 1 there was a median

f 12 new HCV infections. This was compared with Scenario 2

here there were 10 new HCV infections ( p = 0 ·003) and Scenario

 where there were 7 new HCV infections ( p < 0 ·001) ( Fig. 4 ).

reating PWID according to degree size also significantly reduced
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Fig. 3. Kernal plots comparing the frequency distribution of the number of injecting relationships (i.e. degree size) per person in the network (shaded) and, for comparison, 

an Erdos–Renyi network (unshaded). 

Table 2 

Results of logistic regression showing association between demographic, behavioural and social net- 

work measures and Hepatitis C status. 

HCV n/N No HCV n/N(%) p † 

Gender (male%) 27/38 (71 ·1) 63/89 (70 ·8) 0 ·90 

Mean age – (SD) 43 ·2 (10.9) 37 ·9 (8.3) 0 ·003 

Attends DSC (%) 26/35 (74 ·3) 62/89 (69 ·7) 0 ·61 

Current IDU (%) 27/37 (73 ·0) 60/88 (68 ·2) 0 ·63 

Mean proportion of injecting partners HCV + (SD) 0 ·4 (0.4) 0 ·2 (0.3) 0 ·006 

Mean injecting degree (SD) 3 ·3 (3.0) 3 ·3 (3.0) 0 ·95 

Number in 2-core (%) 13/38 (34.2) 25/89 (28.1) 0.37 

Mean 2 step-reach centrality (SD) 15 ·2 (12.4) 14 ·6 (11.8) 0 ·78 

HCV– Hepatitis C; DSC – Drug support centre; IDU – injecting drug use (within the last 30days), SD 

- Standard deviation. 
† The significant variables ( p < 0.05) did not change with analysis of pooled multiple imputation 

data. p values are calculated with SPSS for MAC version 25 using chi-squared test for categorical 

variables and independent t-test for continuous variables. 
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he number of incident HCV infections compared to treating at

andom ( p < 0 ·0 0 01). In each scenario there was less than one re-

nfection. 

ensitivity analysis 

Increasing treatment coverage to three treatments per month

6% of the baseline infected population) decreased the number

f new HCV infections in Scenario 2 from baseline (10 vs. 8,

 = 0.049), although the decrease was more pronounced in Sce-

ario 3 (7 vs. 3, p < 0.0 0 01). Both treatment scenarios significantly

educed the number of new infections per month when compared

o Scenario 1 and network-based treatment remained significantly

ore effective at preventing new infections than treating at ran-

om ( p < 0.0 0 01) ( Fig. 4 ). 

The 2 k factorial analyses assessed which parameters at their

redetermined extreme values introduced the most variation in

he simulation (for values see Table 1 ). Changing the rate at which

usceptible individuals acquired infection (the force of infection) at

ach injecting event accounted for 74 ·2% of the variation, changing

reatment coverage accounted for 9 ·7% and injecting frequency for

 ·4%. Variation in other parameters all accounted for < 1% of the

otal variation. 

Based on these results we then investigated the impact of

hanging the force of infection at each injecting event. In the simu-
ation the force of infection was itself related to further parameters

the frequency of sharing behaviours and the probability of trans-

ission with each behaviour (Parameters 2 and 3 in Table 1 ). We

herefore altered each parameter separately to the extent of their

5% confidence intervals and repeated the simulation in seven new

xperiments. 

As expected, the number of incident HCV cases increased with

he force of infection in all three scenarios. An increase in inci-

ent infection was most pronounced when the likelihood of trans-

itting HCV with receptive needle sharing increased to 0 ·02 and

t this level the statistically significant benefit of network-based

reatment was lost. However in all other experiments network-

ased treatment remained significantly more effective at pre-

enting incident disease than random treatment (Supplementary

ppendix – Table 2 ). By contrast, the borderline statistically signif-

cant difference in the number of incident infections when treating

t random versus not treating at all was lost in five of the experi-

ents (Supplementary Appendix – Table 2 ). 

Overall, the results of the simulation show that the treatment of

CV within the IoW injecting network did prevent onward trans-

ission of HCV over a 12 month period. However, in the base-case

nalysis and all except one sensitivity experiment the provision of

reatment to PWID with more injecting partnerships was signifi-

antly more effective at preventing incident infection. 
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Fig. 4. Plots showing the distribution of incident Hepatitis C infections after 12 months through 50 repetitions of each scenario. Plot A shows the distribution if one individual 

is treated per month and plot B shows the distribution if three individuals are treated per month. The ends of the boxes are the upper and lower quartiles, a horizontal line 

inside each box marks the median value and the whiskers extend to extreme values. 
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Discussion 

To design an effective elimination strategy for HCV it is neces-

sary to understand viral transmission and the effects of HCV treat-

ment in injecting networks connecting PWID. 

The simulation showed that after 12 months, treating the most

well-connected PWID (those with the highest ‘injecting degree’)

was superior at preventing new HCV infections when compared

to treating PWID at random. Importantly it showed only a mod-

est decline in incident HCV when PWID were treated at random

compared to not treated at all. These finding are consistent with

studies that have indicated the effect of TasP in random mixing

networks may be overestimated. 9 , 12 

We are aware of two other studies that have used an em-

pirical network-based model to investigate the transmission and

treatment of HCV in PWID. Hellard et al. in Melbourne, Australia,

demonstrated that reinfection was the main source of new in-

fections and that therefore the treatment of positive individuals

around the treated person, in a so-called ‘ring strategy’, was the

most effective approach to TasP. 13 Indeed, they and Zelenev et

al. showed that prioritising treatment to the most well-connected

PWID was less effective than treating at random. 11 , 13 Both studies

are different from ours in being set in larger, urban populations

and report the effects of TasP over a longer period. However, it is

possible that the contrast with our results is secondary to different

underlying network topology within each model. 

The network that we have defined is cohesive and has a long-

tailed degree size distribution. The Melbourne study was based on

a network with a short tailed degree distribution and relatively few
njecting partnerships, whereas Zelenev et al. modelled transmis-

ion in a network that was over 20 times less cohesive than our

wn. 11 , 24 Further research is required to understand whether these

ifferences in network topology represent heterogeneity between

ural and urban population of PWID or network sampling errors. 

Importantly however, features of our network fit with so-called

scale-free’ network topography that has been observed in a wide

ange of real-world networks including social networks, intra-

ellular molecular communication and the internet. 25 Furthermore,

he results of our simulation are consistent with broader mathe-

atical literature that has demonstrated the resilience of so-called

scale-free’ networks to random error and their paradoxical vulner-

bility to targeted ‘attack’ on well-connected nodes. 25 

HCV within the IoW network was significantly associated with

ncreasing age and having a higher proportion of positive injecting

artners. In the UK the risk of HCV infection is known to be lower

n recent initiates of injecting drug use and increase with age. 26 , 27 

lustering of HCV positive cases has also been reported by Young

t al. in a rural network of PWID in the USA and similar to our

tudy they did not demonstrate an association between being HCV

ositive and a node’s overall position in the network, whether cen-

ral or peripheral. 28 

The collection of social network data in PWID is challenging. A

trength of our study is that our network included a high propor-

ion (over 50%) of the total PWID population and benefited from

 natural geographical network ‘boundary’. However, we inevitably

elied on self-reported and peer reported information, which, par-

icularly in the case of sharing frequency, could have introduced

ias in the simulation. However, we have limited the impact of
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issing network data in three ways. Firstly, we used a test for

entrality ( in-degree centrality), which is robust in the presence of

issing nodes. 29 Secondly, we assumed all injecting relationships

ere reciprocal, which is a recognised way of dealing with missing

elationship data and thirdly, we used RDS to recruit participants

o the survey. 30 By design, this method preferentially recruits cen-

ral nodes and therefore mitigates some of the impact of missing

odes and the risk of missing important relationships. 

Our simulation is based on a static network connecting PWID

ia injecting relationships at a snapshot in time. To account for this

e set the time horizon for the simulation to just a single year.

e felt that any results from an extended model without allow-

ng for a turnover of injecting partners and a transition of nodes

nto and out of the network could have been misleading. Empiri-

al data describing network dynamics on which such assumptions

ould be based is limited and we would advocate further longi-

udinal network research to describe these dynamic phenomena.

owever, even in this short timeframe we observe significant ef-

ects of treating well-connected nodes. 

This study describes the most complete injecting network of

WID to date and we use this network to test the effects of treat-

ent through a simulation. We demonstrate that PWID on the IoW

re connected via injecting relationships into a cohesive network

ith a long-tailed degree distribution. Importantly, in contrast to

ther studies we show that to maximise TasP clinicians should tar-

et therapy at PWID with large personal injecting networks. 
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